July 2022 Gumshoe Solved
1

Tap

Exit the Blue Building, following wood to its end, then to its compound with crest’s synonym. According to the
windowed banner version of what led you here, to what type of dance does the ampersand connect the container?
(N 47.6778°, W 122.3545°)

2

Art

Avoid fronting the roll-up window. Instead, proceed past pairs of paired meters, then a pair of paired eyes to where
311 is bookended and split by other digits. Redirect to parallel the stoney and uninterrupted path beyond the
grounded electrical to 1P. Nearby, what’s not propaganda? (N 47.6788°, W 122.3552°)

3

G

Follow the urban-to-primary line to the sudsy place’s entry. Near the ring, what letter pays? (N 47.6796°,
W 122.3552°)

4

You’re
Welcome

Pass one footless figure to the next, then follow its directional indicator across and continue in the direction parking
is legal. When double mirrors appear, reorient to keep what’s broken next to them starboard of your route. At the
one-eyed gate, which of these is missing: please, thank you or you’re welcome? (N 47.6808°, W 122.3560°)

5

Flock

After perambulating awhile and descending along ivied walls and through the leafy tunnel, stop short of the golden
plug to pivot without crossing lanes in the direction of its outstretched arms. Where an acronym for four words that
mean immediately follows a registered trademark, what adorns the wall above: flock, school or herd? (N 47.6811°,
W 122.3584°)

6

5

Beyond the yellowed lip, cross to where directional change is required. Take the path past the word containing
baseball’s enforcer, then the red tow truck, to the embedded Spanish homonyms of me and Sioux. Very close by,
how many ducks in a row? (N 47.6818°, W 122.3600°)

7

Inward

Carefully cross the islanded intersection and near the dangling crystal ball, look for a gated sign. Change the j to w
and rearrange the letters of the first 6-letter word to get a reflective place to look in English. (N 47.6818°,
W 122.3616°)

8

3

Well beyond hooped beds, cross to ascend along low-flowered ones to the bark-attached white structure. How
many holes? (N 47.6824°, W 122.3634°)

9

Today

Where tiled columns invite entry, do so. What do the inscribed walls explicitly demand you enjoy? (N 47.6843°,
W 122.3635°)

10

10

Skirt brick walls to exit, then bisect the island to do more of the same and follow the shortest one past the swinger
and spinner’s boneyard to the rock flower. How many petals? (N 47.6848°, W 122.3617°)

11

B

Where stops face away from each other, do a 90 toward gravity’s pull to bisect red and green, pass the pink duo
and parallel the brown planes. When you arrive at the chartreuse and blue structure, what letter identifies its top
tubes? (N 47.6838°, W 122.3607°)

12

Solicit

Short of the next striped post, cautiously cross to the other one. Proceed between gears and the green and brown
canine relieving station, past the canine filling station, to the place infinity secures. What can’t you do here? (N
47.6833°, W 122.3593°)

13

Book

When closed in pairs face each other, diagonal to welcome and continue past the leashed dog to corner with the
stacked and step-interrupted rocks to where the sum of six numbers in a row equals 21. What is shared?
(N 47.6826°, W 122.3568°)

14

Velttins

Just past the barrel line, turn your back on the table line and go past G. At the crossed bucks, Frisches what?
(N 47.6822°, W 122.3554°)

15

Owner’s

After passing under illuminated produce, then water, cross to quality and continue as ick is to ah. At the fence with
reservations, who’s expense? (N 47.6807°, W 122.3558°)

16

House

17

1/2

Immediately cross to the double doors and follow the drain holes to resume the route you were taking before you
were cornered. Proceed beneath the branched umbrella to the paver parking strip. In dozens, how many hearts?
(N 47.6780°, W 122.3565°)

18

No

At the first yellow arc, cross to and over the longest of the four to where park is under a rest. Yes or no? (N
47.6778°, W 122.3559°)

19

9

Now put the lot behind you and continue beyond the 1.33 dozen vertical, sometimes horizontal, matching panes
across the street to the country sign. What numerical digit is missing? (N 47.6764°, W 122.3559°)

20

Sun

When an orderly line of trees appears and offers a change of direction, follow it to the relay box, rotate clockwise
270 degrees, make driver eye contact and cross to pass the black and orange 3s. Where flags wave and rocks
step up: sun, planet or moon? (N 47.6756°, W 122.3565°)

21

5

At the rusty waterer, angle across to the wind chime and proceed in the direction its rabbit blows. At the container
corral look for the silver tie. Above and behind the tree that partially blocks the view, how many spouted liquid
heaters? (N 47.6737°, W 122.3563°)

22

Goalrilla

Where your trajectory is forced to take a turn, head to the netted system. What brand? (N 47.6723°, W 122.3565°)

23

Sun

Now backtrack a few steps and head to green. Beyond it, where another change of direction is required, put the
arrowed bike in your rearview mirror to eventually follow the fenced discs. What does the final and disproportionate
disc represent? (N 47.6719°, W 122.3553°)

24

18

Past two circled sets of stacked rhombi, look for the singular one, perpendicular to your line of travel and displaying
158 worth of inches. In close proximity, what is the quotient of the sum of all the vertically aligned and yellowbacked digits divided by the difference between the top and bottom vertically aligned and black-backed orange
digits? (N 47.6704°, W 122.3553°)

Where in is right of pal, go as pal is to in and when you reach the leaning corner, follow it to the fowl residence.
Across from it, in the design box, which of these does not belong: home, habitat or house? (N 47.6796°,
W 122.3567°)

25 Programs

Proceed through the area to which the rhombus refers. Beyond Goldilocks’ nemeses, double stripe your way
between benches to the sign of the levy. People, parks and what? (N 47.6712°, W 122.3537°)

26

Zig

Where soil meets asphalt, 45 toward and between the painted buildings and a total distance of 6.5 miles. Follow
the outside seating to the chained stanchions, then follow them to triple-stacked meters. Look closely: what goes
with each meter’s bee? (N 47.6724°, W 122.3540°)

27

Ray

When the sign appears that’s veN more than a famous Florida car race, angle to it and hopscotch. Who do we
love? (N 47.6726°, W 122.3528°)

28

Blue

Near the red glass pepper but beyond the tabled green globe, what is the predominant color of the glass leaves?
(N 47.6743°, W 122.3528°)

29

9/19/18

30

113

Where reading materials reside, go to the matching garage doors and fight gravity to get beyond the papal street to
another crossing point. Don’t. Instead, head to the blue and white stylized eagle. 10am, 4pm, 6pm: When was the
label printed? (N 47.6760°, W 122.3542°)
Beyond MSD, how old is the association with which the LLC is associated? (N 47.6769°, W 122.3542°)
Done!

